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Coral reef life. STRI made its mark studying both marine and terrestrial tropical biodiversity.
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STRI's budget has been essentially flat at about $15 million over the last 3 years, with about a third of
the total coming from private donations and contracts. Despite the financial stagnation, however,
outsiders perceive STRI to be thriving. A five-member visiting committee that graded STRI late last
year concluded, "Among hundreds of tropical research institutions around the world, STRI is
undeniably the best," singling out research in ecology, evolution, animal behavior, and anthropology for
special praise.
That may be due to something that many observers say the National Museum of Natural History lacks:
energetic and consistent leadership. Tropical biologist Ira Rubinoff, widely regarded as a model of the
politically savvy scientist, has led STRI for 28 years.
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